
Gavin G Shelton
100% Grade-A Resume

Experience
Martha Stewart Living - Web Analyst

Measured and reported on user behavior using both Adobe and Google analytics platforms. I mined 
through data to prepare research reports for executive and editorial teams and inform them of how users 
reacted to our initiatives.

Huge Inc- Associate Planner
Supported planning and research teams with qualitative and quantitative research material. I produced 
videos, worked heavily in MRI Crosstabs, and built a database to catalog trend reports from industry 
leading publications.

Slant Media - Project Intelligence
Worked to conduct primary and secondary market research for clients while also serving secondary 
account management duties. I also produced copy and creative video assets for internal and client facing 
projects.

AKQA - Video Strategy Intern
Supported different strategy teams and their accounts by providing video resources for various projects.  
I created demographic persona videos and filmed and edited focus group videos.

Goodby, Silverstein, & Partners - Cultural Strategy Intern
Worked within the agency’s cultural strategy department and assisted with the research, shooting,  
and editing of qualitative research and client facing videos.

Education Skills
The Academy of Art University - BFA, Advertising

Concentrated studies in account planning and brand strategy. 
Recognized for my work by both Goodby Silverstein & Partners 
and AKQA, successfully completing internships at each agency.

2007 - 12

Mindful Metrics
Combining my skills in analytics with my interest in meditation and mindfulness, I attempt to track  
my internal state and look for an algorithm for my personal happiness.

Creative Projects

Digital Ethnographer + Art School Training = Beautiful Research

2014 - 15

2013

2012 - 13

2011

2011

Adobe CS

Adobe Analytics

Microsoft Excel

GfK MRI

Southern friendliness

Eager to learn more?

Disappearing Art of Noticing
To illustrate the findings of Pew’s study, “The Best (and Worst) of Mobile Connectivity” I shot and edited  
a video to humanize the data.

Micromedia
After seeing creative media becoming shorter and more curated I created a small musical project  
and published it alongside my thoughts about a possible future for the music industry.
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